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March 10, 2017 
 
 

Notice of Meeting of ACMA Membership 
 
The Board of Directors has declared an Annual Meeting of Members of the American 
Catalog Mailers Association, Inc., will be held on *Wednesday, May 3, 2017, at 2:45 p.m., 
at the Dupont Circle Hotel in Washington, D.C., for the purposes of transacting any 
business that may come before the membership. The Annual Meeting will be held in 
conjunction with the ACMA’s 10th Annual National Catalog Forum held May 2-4 in 
Washington. 
 
*-Please note there was not enough time to hold the annual meeting during the 
ACMA Forum on May 3rd. Therefore, the meeting will be announced soon and be 
conducted via teleconference. All members are welcome and encouraged to take 
part. 
 
As required by the ACMA By-Laws, this notice is being sent to all registered members in good 
standing. A simple majority of the membership is required to establish a quorum. We sincerely 
hope you will join us in person. If you have not already registered, please signify your 
attendance at the ACMA Forum by email to pmiller@catalogmailers.org, or provide written 

notice to our Executive Office. You may also register for the Forum by clicking here.  
 
The Board of Directors hopes that you will attend the annual meeting in person, but whether 
or not you plan to attend, please complete, sign, date and return the enclosed proxy to 
ensure your company is represented at the Annual Meeting. Returning your proxy does not 
deprive you of the right to attend the Annual Meeting and vote in person.  
 
So that we can have a majority of the membership represented and can establish a quorum, 
please click here to get the proxy form. Completed proxies may be emailed to 
croden@catalogmailers.org or mailed to the address at the bottom.  
 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
 

By Order of the Board 
American Catalog Mailers Assn., Inc.  

 
Hamilton Davison 
President & Executive Director 

mailto:pmiller@catalogmailers.org
https://catalogmailers.org/product/spring-2017-national-catalog-forum/
https://catalogmailers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/2017-Proxy-Form.pdf
mailto:croden@catalogmailers.org
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OFFICIAL PROXY FORM 
 

AMERICAN CATALOG MAILERS ASSOCIATION, Inc. 
2017 ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS 

 

Grant of Proxy: 
 
I, the undersigned, representing the ACMA member company so named, hereby give my proxy 
and appoint __________________________ (or, if the foregoing space is left blank, the 
Secretary of the corporation) with full power of substitution as my proxy to cast all votes which I 
am entitled to at the Annual Meeting of Members and at any adjournment thereof, to be 
counted for the purposes of establishing a quorum, electing directors nominated at the 
meeting, authorizing the corporation and its Board of Directors to undertake any necessary 
business to advance the purposes of the corporation, and / or conducting any other business 
properly brought before the membership.   

 

 
 
Member Company:    ___________________________________________ 

 
Authorized Representative Signature: ___________________________________________ 

 
Representative Name (Printed):  ___________________________________________ 

 
Representative Title (Printed):  ___________________________________________ 

 
Representative Email:   ___________________________________________ 

 
Date Signed:     ________________________________ 

 
Note: Only one completed proxy per member company is required and can be counted. If you 
choose to email your proxy back, please sign it, scan it, then email it. 

 
 

Mail to: Assistant Director, American Catalog Mailers Association,  
PO Box 41211, Providence, RI 02940-1211 

or email to croden@catalogmailers.org 

mailto:croden@catalogmailers.org


 

   
  

Agenda 
Annual Business Meeting of Membership 

(Date t/b/d via teleconference) 
 

I.  Call to Order and Welcome (Darooge) – 2 minutes 

II.  Report on reaching a quorum (Feinson) – 1 minute 

III.  Anti-trust statement (Darooge) – 2 minutes 

IV.  Nomination and Election of Directors (Darooge) – 5 minutes 

V.  Executive Director’s Financial and Operating Report (Davison) – 10 minutes 

VI.  Old Business – 5 minutes 

VI.  New Business – 5 minutes 

VII.  Adjournment (incoming chairman) 

 
-------------------- 

 



 
 
 

ACMA's Postal Acronym ‘Cheat Sheet’ 
 

Overwhelmed by the zillions of acronyms used by the U.S. Postal Service? 
We’ve compiled this list to help you not only if our speakers O.D. on them, 
but also as a useful reference going forward. 
 

 AADC - Automated Area Distribution Center 

 ABC – Advanced Bar Code 

 ACD - Annual Compliance Determination 

 ACR – Annual Compliance Report 

 ACS – Address Change Service 

 ACT – Automation Compatible Trays 

 ADC – Area Distribution Center 

 AFF – Automated Flats Feeder (for FSM) 

 AFP - Advanced Flats Processor 

 AFSM - Automated Flats Sorting Machine, also called AFSM 100 

 AFSM-ai - Advanced Flats Sorting Machine with automatic induction 

 AI – Automatic Induction 

 AIS - Address Information System 

 AMP - Area Mail Processing facilities 

 AMS - Address Management System 

 AO – Associate Post Office 

 APC - Automated Postal Center 

 APPS - Automated Package Parcel Sorter 

 ASM - Auxiliary Service Facility 

 ATHS – Automated Tray Take-away Feature 

 BFP - Bulk Flats Processor (to prep flats bundles for processing on FSS & 
AFSM) 

 BMEU – Bulk Mail Entry Unit 

 BMM - Bulk Metered Mail 

 BPM - Bound Printed Matter 



 BPRS - Bulk Parcel Return Service 

 CASS - Coded Accuracy Support System 

 CDS - Computerized Delivery Sequence (file) 

 CEM - Customer Experience Measurement  

 CET – Critical Entry Time 

 CFS - Central Forwarding System 

 CHIR - Chairman’s Information Request 

 CLASS - Computerized Labeling and Address Sequence System 

 COD - Collect on Delivery  

 COMPASS - Computerized Procurement and Supply System 

 CPI - Consumer Price Index  

 CPI-U - Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers  

 CPMS - Collection Point Management System  

 CPO - Community Post Office 

 CPP Accounts – Centralized Postage Payment 

 CPS - Contractor Performance System 

 CRA - Cost and Revenue Analysis  

 CRID - Customer Registration ID (10 digits for IMB program) 

 CRIS - Carrier Route Information System 

 CRSS - Civil Service Retirement System 

 CSAs - Customer Supplier Agreements  

 CSBCS - Carrier Sequence Bar Code Sorter 

 CSRS - Civil Service Retirement System 

 DADC - Destination Area Distribution Center  

 DBCS - Delivery Bar Code Sorter  

 DBMC - Destination Bulk Mail Center 

 DDU - Destination Delivery Unit 

 DEPS - Drop Entry Point System 

 DMM - Domestic Mail Manual 

 DNDC - Destination Network Delivery Center  

 DPBC - Delivery Point Bar Code 

 DPC - Destination Processing Center 

 DPF - Delivery Point File 

 DPO - Designated Post Office 

 DPS - Delivery Point Sequence 

 DPV - Delivery Point Verification 
 DPWH - Deliveries per Work Hour  

 DRDC - Destination Regional Distribution Center 

 DSCF - Destination Sectional Center Facility 

 DSF - Delivery Sequence File 

 EDDM - Every Door Direct Mail  

 EMS - Express Mail Service  

 FAST - Facility Access and Shipment Tracking system 

 FERS - Federal Employee Retirement System  



 FMOCR - Flat Mail Optical Character Reader 

 FRIP – Flats Recognition Improvement Program (improve read rates on 
flats) 

 FSM 881 & FSM 1000 - Flat Sorting Machine (older and newer models) 

 FSS - Flat Sequencing System 

 iMAPS - Intelligent Mail Accuracy and Performance System  

 IMb - Intelligent Mail Barcode 

 IMRC - Integrated Media Research Center 

 LACS Link - Locatable Address Conversion System (link for address 
correction) 

 MADC - Mixed Area Distribution Center  

 MAIL.DAT - The standard embraced by a significant portion of the mail 
production industry and the US Postal Service. It is a relational database 
of nineteen "connected" files describing each characteristic that can exist 
within a mailing. The standard has contributed to important gains in 
efficiency, economy, and strategy enhancement. Designed for efficient 
support of those activities associated with or driven by the presort inherent 
within a mailing. Consists of data elements representing any variable that 
might be present in any USPS or Canada Post mailing (and some other 
elements supporting mid- and down-stream processes). USPS accepts 
Mail.dat as an electronic representation of the mailing and as a 
replacement for the traditional hardcopy documentation. 

 MEPPS - Multiple Entry Point Payment System 

 MERLIN - Mailing Evaluation Readability and Lookup Instrument 

 MHTS - Mail History Tracking System 

 MID - Mailer Identification  

 MMA - Mail Moves America (lobbied against Do Not Mail lists in 2008) 

 MRS - Merchandise Return Service 

 MSP - Managed Service Point 

 NAIC - National Address Information Center 

 NCOA - National Change Of Address system 

 NCSC - National Customer Support Center (Memphis) 

 NDC – National Distribution Center (formerly known as bulk mail center – 
BMC) 

 NDI - National Deliverability Index 

 NFM - Not Flat Machinable [cannot be processed on the ASFM 100s] 

 NPPC - National Postal Policy Council  

 NSA - Negotiated Services Agreement 

 OADC - Origin Area Distribution Center  

 OBMC - Origin Bulk Mail Center  

 OCR - Optical Character Reader 

 ONDC - Origin Network Distribution Center  

 OSCF - Origin Sectional Center Facility  

 PAEA - Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act of 2006 

 PARS - Postal Automated Redirection System 



 PAS - Postal Addressing Standards 

 PCC - Postal Customer Council 

 PRA – Postal Reorganization Act of 1970 

 QLMS - Quality Link Measurement System  

 R2006-1 – Rate case that led to huge 2007 postage increase for 
catalogers 

 R2013-1 – Most recent postal rate case 

 RAOI - Retail Access Optimization Initiative  

 REC - Remote Encoding Center 

 RHBF - Postal Service Retirement Health Benefits Fund  

 RIHD - Requested In Home Date 

 RPC - Regional Processing Center 

 RR - Rural Route 

 SCF - Sectional Center Facility 

 SPBS - Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter 

 SPFSM - Single Position Flats Sorting Machine 

 UBBM - Unendorsed Bulk Business Mail 

 UFSM – Upgraded Flats Sorting Machine (also UFSM 1000) 

 UFTS - Universal Flats Transport Stacker 

 UPU - Universal Postal Union  

 USO - Universal Service Obligation 

 WABCR - Wide Area Bar Code Reader 
 
 

 



 
 

 4imprint 

 Alexander & Company 

 ALG Worldwide Logistics 

 American Girl 

 AmeriMark Direct 

 Arandell Corporation 

 Audio Advisor, Inc. 

 Barco Products Company 

 Barcode Warehouse 

 Baudville Brands 

 BelardiOstroy 

 Black Forest Decor 

 Bluestone Perennials 

 Bluestem Brands  
(including Orchard Brands) 

 Canon Solutions 

 Catalog Design Studios 

 Catalog Innovations, Inc. 

 Catalog Marketing Economics 

 Catalogs.com 

 Charleston Gardens 

 Christian Book Distributors 

 Cigars International 

 CohereOne 

 Colony Brands  

 Colorblends 

 Communication Logistics 

 Cornerstone Brands 

 Country Casual Teak 

 Crate and Barrel 
 CTA (Christian Tools of Affirmation) 

 Crutchfield 

 Daedalus Books 

 Donna Salyers Fabulous-Furs 

 Edmund Optics 

 Epsilon  

 F. Curtis Barry & Company 

 Fairytale Brownies, Inc. 

 FitnessFinders 

 FULLBEAUTY Brands 

 GaelSong 

 Gardener’s Supply Company 

 Gardens Alive! 

 GiftTree 

 Great American Business  
 Products 

 Hanover Direct 

 Harriet Carter Gifts 

 Harvey Tool Company 

 Healthy Directions 

 Hemisphere Marketing 

 Hodges Badges Company, Inc. 

 Holts Cigar Co. 

 Horizon Paper 

 Intelisent 

 J.S. Eliezer Associates, Lindenmeyr  
Central 
Divisions of Central National Gottessman 

 Infogroup Media Solutions 

 iQor 

 J. Schmid Associates 

 Jockey International, Inc 

 Johnson Smith Co. 

 K-Log 

 KBM Group 

 King Arthur Flour 

 Lady Grace Intimate Apparel 

 LSC Communications 

 LCH Direct, Inc. 

 Lett Direct 

 Littleton Coin Co 

 Liz Kislik Associates 

 Luxury Brands (including Ross-Simons) 

 The MAIL Group 

 Mackenzie Ltd  
(d/b/a Chesapeake Fine Food Group) 

 Magnetic Concepts 
(Covert Industries) 

 Market Chord Direct Group 

 MARCO (Marketing Tools) 

 MarketLab 

 Mason Companies 

 MCH Data 

 McIntyre Direct 

 Medals of America LTD 

 MeritDirect 

 Midland Paper 

 Nancy’s Notions 

 Natchez Shooters Supplies 

 NaviStone 

 NeoVox Global 

 New Pig Corporation 

 Northern Safety Company 

 Nueske’s Applewood  
Smoked Meats 

 Oracle Data Cloud  

 Oriental Trading Company 

 Orvis 

 PMX Group (formally Paradysz) 

 Path2Response 

 Paul Fredrick 

 pc/nametag 

 Peruvian Connection 

 PetEdge 

 Plow & Hearth 

 Positive Promotions 

 Potpourri Group 

 Quad/Graphics 

 Raymond Geddes 

 Resolute Forest Products 

 Revival Animal Health 

 Ripon Printers 

 S&S Worldwide 

 SC Direct/Specialty Catalog 

 See’s Candies, Inc. 

 Shades of Light 

 Silver Star (Formerly Miles Kimball) 

 Soft Surroundings 

 Specialty Store Services 

 Sportsman’s Market/Sporty’s 

 Stark Bro’s Nurseries 

 Strategiq Commerce 

 Store Supply Warehouse 

 Taylor Corporation  

 TC Transcontinental Printing 

 The Dingley Press 

 The Pond Guy 

 Touch of Class (Parke-Bell) 

 Trainers Warehouse 

 Travers Tool Co. 

 Uncommon Goods 

 Uno Alla Volta 

 Verso Corp. 

 Vermont Country Store 

 Vermont Teddy Bear Co. 

 West Linn/Port Hawkesbury  
Paper Company 

 Wiland 

 Williams-Sonoma 

 Yankee Candle 
 

Member Color Key: 
Catalog Mailer (88 = 66%) 
Supplier (32 = 24%) 
Consultant (12 = 10%)



 
 

 
 

ACMA’s Supplier Members 
 

While your ACMA remains a cataloger-driven organization, we couldn’t grow and 
accomplish all we do without the support of our supplier & consultant members. 
We encourage all cataloger members to always aim to work with fellow ACMA 
members from the supplier community. Below are brief explanations of each of 
our supplier & consultant members. (Please note that ACMA has edited down or 
beefed up the briefs here, which are taken from the suppliers’ own descriptions): 
 
 
Alexander & Co. is a consulting firm led by catalog veteran Jim Alexander, serving a 
myriad of catalog clients.            (no website) 

 
ALG Worldwide Logistics developed the “Print - Media Logistics” management group 
to provide cost-saving and postage-reducing innovations to the marketplace. Committed 
to being the most process-sensitive provider, ALG’s product line of co-mailing, co-
palletization and destination entry services, among others, combines innovative 
technology with years of market experience to deliver the most practical solutions 
available. The firm provides management and co-production solutions to the catalog, 
direct mail marketing and periodicals marketplace.        algworldwide.com/print.html 

 
Arandell is viewed as a leader in print quality, what pushes Arandell above is everything 
that happens beyond that printed page is in establishing meaningful relationships with its 
customers, listening to their needs and adapting.          arandell.com 

 
Belardi | Ostroy helps clients navigate today’s ever-evolving multichannel marketing 
and sales environment, empowering clients with its highly industrious, fiercely 
passionate team of marketing and brand pros. “We’re ready to wow you with exceptional 
data management, customer and donor acquisition and retention, strategic, ecommerce, 
social and creative services,” according to the company’s website. The company is also 
a curator of valuable facts and insights about the industry, the competition and the 
economy.                 belardiostroy.com 
 



Canon Solutions America, Inc., a Canon U.S.A. Company, provides industry-leading 
enterprise, production print, and large format solutions supported by exceptional 
professional and technical services. With the combined technology offerings of Canon 
and Océ, Canon Solutions America helps companies of all sizes improve efficiency, be 
environmentally conscious, and control costs through high volume, continuous feed, 
digital and traditional printing, and document management solutions. Canon Solutions 
America is headquartered in Melville, NY and has offices across the United States.                           

     www.csa.canon.com 
 
Catalog Design Studios offers a complete suite of consulting services to meet clients’ 

creative challenges. The firm helps clients launch new catalog titles, reinvigorate 
creative staffs, lift demand, and offers up many other solutions. The company helps 
clients gain a fresh perspective, provide effective, actionable advice and helps capitalize 
on opportunities they may be missing.              catalogdesignstudios.com 

 
Catalog Innovations, Inc. serves multichannel marketers, publishers, retailers and 
agencies as a resource for consultation and specification optimization of printed 
collateral materials from concept to delivery. As an independent printing service 
provider, the firm has access to resources in every area of the print supply chain. Clients 
benefit from partnerships formed with select manufacturers that are the best producers 
in their respective market niche.                 cataloginnovations.com 

 
Catalog Marketing Economics is a consulting practice focused on the core 
competencies of circulation planning for catalogs, project management of catalog 
circulation, analysis, planning and control of catalog campaigns, print specifying, 
negotiation and buying.              (no website) 

 
Catalogs.com connects shoppers and the products they love. With the company’s new 
Dynalog dynamic catalogs, these provide simple, accessible shopping from more than 
700 major and specialty retailers through mail, online and mobile platforms.    
                           catalogs.com 

 
CohereOne Inc. is a full service multi-media direct marketing agency. CohereOne 

understands its clients’ needs for a cohesive marketing approach, and combines 
forward-thinking, integrated strategies for print and digital media to increase clients’ 
sales, profits, and growth.                 cohereone.com 

 
Communication Logistics Inc. brings a unique capability to combine print and internet 
creative services with comprehensive data leveraging solutions. CLI offers list services 
and marketing analytics, website development, design, and hosting services, creative 
and customized solutions services, and e-messaging systems, among others. 

comloginc.com 

 
The Dingley Press - In business since 1928, the firm provides high-quality catalog 
printing, binding, co-mailing, and distribution services from its Lisbon, ME facility. As a 
full-service catalog printer serving medium- to long-run catalog customers, Dingley 
brings value to its customers through its unique RIGHTSIZE™ catalog format, and 
sophisticated in-house co-mailing and distribution services.        dingley.com 

 



Epsilon is committed to helping brands optimize their catalog marketing efforts while 
minimizing costs. Rooted in its rich data heritage, Epsilon’s direct mail solutions harness 
the power of the Abacus Cooperative, the industry’s original and largest cooperative 
database. Using these data-driven insights, Epsilon helps its customers develop 
strategic marketing plans to ensure the right offers get to the right customers at the right 
times. The company can execute merge/purge, direct mail prospecting and retention 
mailings and list optimization and can provide back-end measurement to help maximize 
postage savings and return on investment for catalogers.         epsilon.com 

 
F. Curtis Barry & Co. is a consulting firm assisting catalog, eCommerce, retail and 

wholesale businesses since 1984 to achieve the best solution for their systems, 
warehouse, and inventory needs.              fcbco.com 

 
Hemisphere Marketing is a full–service catalog agency. Creating a strong catalog is 
part art, part science — a process driven by an experienced, accomplished team. The 
firm brings those pieces together with a proven approach that includes data-driven 
recommendations combined with catalog best practices.          hemispheremarketing.com 

 
Horizon Paper is dedicated to the principle of representing both the paper mills and 
customers in a fair and equitable manner. The company’s primary goal is to deliver value 
and savings by sourcing or developing the highest quality products that meet our 
customers’ needs. Horizon Paper helps its clients decrease paper costs, reduce paper 
waste, control paper relationship, and offers world class paper management and 
analytical services.                          horizonpaper.com 

 
Intelisent offers marketing operations professionals strategic insights and services that 
help improve operational efficiencies and successfully run highly variable and 
personalized marketing campaigns. The firm employs a hands-on approach to deliver 
best practice-based solutions that serve as a catalyst for impactful business 
transformation. Offering expert advice in online and offline marketing production, cross-
channel integration and personalization, Intelisent provides smart alternatives to the 
usual solutions.                intelisent.com 

 
Infogroup Media Solutions is a provider of innovative data sets and marketing solutions 

proven to increase customer acquisition and retention. The company empowers business 
and consumer marketing professionals with best-in-class, data-driven solutions in Digital & 
Multichannel Marketing, Revenue Generation, Strategic Insights, Database and 
Merge/Purge Services, and Print & Insert Media. Infogroup Media Solutions’ goal is to 
enable businesses to target the right customer with the right message at the right time by 
providing its clients with the most accurate, reliable business and consumer data insights 
and a complete, tailored solution.                 infogroupmediasolutions.com 

 
iQor (formerly Cyber City Teleservices), is a CRM solutions and services provider, 
using highly educated, English-speaking offshore personnel in conjunction with leading-
edge technologies. This results in superior management, labor and technological 
resources, and outstanding customer service – all designed to sharply reduce clients’ 
operating costs while improving results.                iqor.com 
 



J.Schmid & Assoc. is a brand-driven direct marketing agency made up of industry 
experts who like this stuff maybe a bit too much. For over 30 years, the firm has solely 
focused direct marketing. From branding to catalog marketing and catalog design to 
multi-channel digital and print direct marketing, the company’s clients seek best 
practices and proven methods for attaining measureable results.        jschmid.com 
 
J.S. Eliezer and Lindenmeyr Central are sister companies that provide procurement 

and advisory services to businesses using print as part of a multichannel marketing 
strategy. Lindenmeyr Central manages paper procurement programs for catalogers, 
retailers, publishers, and direct mailers; J.S. Eliezer provides prepress, print and 
distribution procurement consulting services and production management. Both 
companies are owned by Central National Gottesman, a leading global forest products 
company.                         cng-inc.com 
 
LettDirect is a consulting firm specializing in catalog and internet marketing, namely 

strategic circulation planning, demand forecasting, plan execution, internet marketing, 
and analysis. Other areas include pay-per-click marketing, search engine optimization, 
affiliate network management and a multitude of other direct and internet marketing 
related services.            lettdirect.com 
 
Liz Kislik Associates is a consultancy specializing in strengthening customer care and 
employee performance. The firm acts as a catalyst for positive change, providing 
perspective and assistance in expediting improvement, addressing sensitive situations, 
and developing long range plans for greater productivity and effectiveness.     lizkislik.com 

 
LSC Communications is a global leader in traditional and digital print, print-related 
services and office products that serve the needs of publishers, merchandisers and 
retailers. The Company’s service offering includes e-services, warehousing and 
fulfillment and supply chain management. LSC utilizes a broad portfolio of technology 
capabilities coupled with consultative attention to clients' needs to increase speed to 
market, reduce costs, provide postal savings to customers and improve efficiencies. 
Strategically located operations provide local service and responsiveness while 
leveraging the economic, geographic and technological advantages of an international 
organization.               lsccom.com 
 

M.A.I.L. Inc. fulfills daily catalog requests from over 200 clients. In so doing, the firm 
receives a bulk shipment of catalogs, receives a daily electronic file of requested 
catalogs, and mails a free catalog to requesters nationwide.       mail-inc.com 
 

Market Chord Direct Group’s core business is helping clients achieve multichannel 
marketing success through improving individual channel performance and then 
combining channels to generate the best total result. Managing multiple channels of 
marketing has become a complex balancing act of investment choices. Market Chord 
has spent more than 20 years in direct marketing developing expertise in B2B and B2C 
marketing through all direct response channels.          marketchord.getbarley.com 
 

MCH Strategic Data services range from data purchases, licensing, easy-integration, 
hygiene, and analytics. The company’s passion for accuracy has fueled its ability to 
innovate and revolutionize the institutional data business. MCH also provides a 
consultative approach to meet its customers’ needs.      mchdata.com 
 



MeritDirect is a provider of global multi-channel solutions, offering integrated marketing 
through a wide array of products and services. Multi-channel marketers achieve and 
maximize superior return through MeritDirect’s Customer Acquisition and Retention, 
Data and Media Services, Marketing Databases, Strategic Services Group and 
International Services.        meritdirect.com 

 
Midland Paper is a provider of printing & imaging paper, publication paper, packaging 
supplies & equipment, and facility supplies. Midland serves the commercial printing and 
imaging markets with value-added solutions and just-in-time inventory platforms 
supported by knowledgeable sales and customer-care specialists. The firm’s National 
division's consultative approach benefits catalogers, retailers, direct marketers, and book 
and magazine publishers with unique solutions to specific needs.           midlandpaper.com 

 
NaviStone helps its clients match previously anonymous website visitors to postal 
names and addresses. The firm uses breakthrough website visitor tracking technology to 
build unique audiences based on over 100 browsing variables. The bottom line: clients 
can reach previously unknown, highly engaged web visitors with direct mail, a very high-
response medium. The NaviStone® Prospecting product creates a group of 90+% 
unique names to fuel your customer acquisition efforts, based on identifying "intent to 
buy" from clients’ website browsing activity. This tested approach identifies prospects 
more quickly than the traditional historical transaction data used by cooperative 
databases and vertical lists. Additionally, NaviStone® technology supports direct mail 
customer reactivation programs and triggers abandoned cart and abandon browse email 
opportunities.                      navistone.com 
 
NeoVox Global, LLC offers scalable, third-party customer service and sales support to 
consumer-facing and business-to-business companies in a variety of industries. Based 
in Carthage, Missouri and Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico, the company was the concept of 
Jim Malcolm, an executive manager of Precious Moments and other companies. Mr. 
Malcolm spent years dealing with the challenges of hiring external call centers and 
virtual service networks. Seldom finding a customer service partner that could meet their 
own brand’s standards, they launched NeoVox Global.                       neovoxglobal.com 
 
Oracle Data Cloud delivers a rich understanding of consumers across both digital and 
traditional channels based on what they do, what they say, and what they buy enabling 
leading brands to personalize and measure every customer interaction and maximize 
the value of their digital marketing.                  oracle.com 

 
PMX Agency (formerly Paradysz + PM Digital) is a global integrated marketing 
agency that leads with an insight-driven, consumer centric approach to performance. 
The agency combines an intuitive knowledge of the customer experience across all 
online and offline channels, with customized, scalable strategies that address clients’ 
most pressing business challenges. PMX Agency's expertise spans key verticals, 
including Nonprofit, Retail, Education, Publishing, Financial Services, and B2B.                 
                     pmxagency.com 

 
Path2Response combines an experienced team with untapped data sources, the latest 

open source technology and leading edge data science to deliver improved marketing 
ROI for our client partners. Our transformational cooperative data platform powers 
customer acquisition and retention in both offline and online channels. path2response.com 



Quad/Graphics is a global printer and media channel integrator, redefining print in 
today’s multichannel media world by helping marketers and publishers capitalize on 
print’s ability to complement and connect with other media channels. With consultative 
ideas, worldwide capabilities, leading-edge technology and single-source simplicity, the 
firm helps its clients maximize the revenue they derive from their marketing spend 
through channel integration, and minimize their total cost of production and distribution 
through a fully integrated national distribution network.      qg.com 

 
Resolute Forest Products is a global leader in the forest products industry with a 
diverse range of products, including market pulp, wood products, tissue, newsprint and 
specialty papers. The company owns or operates over 40 pulp, paper, tissue and wood 
products facilities in the United States, Canada and South Korea, as well as power 
generation assets in Canada and the United States. Marketing its products in close to 80 
countries, Resolute has third-party certified 100% of its managed woodlands to 
internationally recognized sustainable forest management standards.          resolutefp.com 

 
Ripon Printers serves small to mid-sized catalog marketers and publishers, producing 

catalogs, direct mail, directories, manuals, and soft-cover educational products. Founded 
in 1962 with just 13 employees, Ripon Printers now employs more than 340 equipped 
with the latest technologies from premedia through fulfillment and distribution. Linking 
the company’s capabilities together is an obsessive devotion to customer delight that 
places client satisfaction above any other business goals.              riponprinters.com 

 
StrategIQ Commerce offers an integrated cross-channel approach that considers a 

product’s entire journey, from manufacturing to final destination, including returns. The 
company connects enterprise data to create greater visibility and understanding, keen 
decision-making and nimble processes. Its clients see their margins increasing, their 
efficiency rising, their predictions more accurate. They create more sophisticated 
customer experiences and improve engagement with their brands. They’re smarter, 
leaner, stronger.                     strategiqcommerce.com 

 
TC Transcontinental Printing - Founded in 1976, the firm has grown steadily over the 
years to become the largest printer in Canada and the fourth largest in North America. 
TC is the Canadian leader in marketing activation, featuring innovative print solutions 
combined with multiplatform strategies that generate results. The firm serves key 
audiences including catalogers, book, magazine and newspaper publishers, as well as 
retailers, marketers and their advertising agencies.         tctranscontinental.com  

 
Verso Corp. is a leading North American producer of printing papers, specialty papers 
and pulp. The firm offers a broad selection of high quality printing papers for all types of 
printing applications, including commercial printing, media and marketing applications. 
With paper mills strategically located near top industry printers across North America, 
Verso provides expert customer support, on-press technical service, and innovative 
product and service solutions that bring added efficiency, productivity and results straight 
to its customers’ business.         verso.com 

                   



 
West Linn Paper / Port Hawkesbury Paper Companies' goal is to continually exceed 
customers’ expectations through a commitment to responsive, personalized service 
along with reliable and competitive products in the commercial printing and publication 
paper markets. These sister companies offer the customer service and attention detail 
that is often overlooked by larger mills. By remaining flexible in their manufacturing, both 
firms deliver what their customers need – quality paper and fast, on-time delivery.  
                 westlinnpaper.com 
 
Wiland, Inc. helps multichannel retailers improve marketing ROI, grow revenue, and 

achieve new profit peaks. Leveraging its massive database, innovative analytical 
methodologies, and advanced technology, Wiland works to maximize the value of 
existing customer relationships, while providing highly responsive prospect audiences 
that produce superior long-term profits.      wiland.com 
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Member Fact Sheet 
And Some Pointers on How to 

Engage & Recruit New Members 
 
 
 
 

Members: Below are some facts about ACMA as well as a list of points you should 
make when attempting to recruit additional members to our organization. When 
recruiting, in addition to using the material below, always feel free to refer member 
prospects to Hamilton, Lynn or Paul. 
 

ACMA QUICK FACTS 
 
Founded: 2007 
Member Count: 138 companies (est. as of May 2017) 
Member Makeup: 64% catalogers, 25% suppliers, 11% consulting firms (est.) 
Dues: For catalogers, ¼ of 1% of your annual postal spend; for suppliers a 
comparable amount based on your annual revenue from clients who mail catalogs 
 
 
‘SELLING POINTS’ FOR RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS 
 

 Despite its relatively short history, ACMA has a proven track record of impact. It’s the 
only such entity owned by and focused solely on catalog mailers’ interests. Members 
share their own requirements as catalog mailers, which go directly into the ACMA’s 
mix of input to postal and other public policy decision-makers for change in 
catalogers’ best interests.  

 Members gain access to periodic, exclusive “member only” email updates providing 
details from Washington that catalogers need to know. These updates often contain 
“heads-up” alerts of postal and other public policy matters to give members a chance 
to plan ahead for change. Perhaps the most punishing blow to so many catalog 
mailers from the 2007 postal rate increase was how it caught so many by surprise. 
With these kinds of member updates, members will no longer be caught off-guard 
like that.  

 On a broader level, ACMA membership acts as your own insurance policy. ACMA is 
the only organization fighting for catalog mailers’ best interests, whereas other 
organizations have myriad other interests they need to give equal, and often greater, 
attention to. Because ACMA is still relatively small and under-financed, joining the 
association will help it grow and thrive, all on your behalf.  

 A member input contribution policy that’s open to all. Although ACMA policy is 
governed by a board of directors, the association’s policy is to take any and all 
member input very seriously. Members speak, the association listens and acts 
promptly.  

 A chance to network with other ACMA catalog members. Catalog mailers speak their 
own “language." They have unique needs and most are willing to share their ideas 
and concerns with other catalogers. A membership with ACMA provides this forum.  



 

HOW TO OVERCOME PROSPECTS’ HESITANCE OR OBJECTIONS: 
 
1. Concern: Who needs another trade organization? 

Response: Until ACMA was formed, no single trade group had represented the interests 
of catalog mailers — solely catalog mailers, namely with regard to the setting of postal 
rates. Catalogers have different needs than other bulk mailers and it’s been ACMA’s 
mission to get both the USPS and the Postal Regulatory Commission to better focus on 
catalogers’ interests and needs. 

2. Concern: Catalogers always get burned by postal rate increases, why bother? 
Response: ACMA has been bothering for the past three years and had a lot to do with 
the development of the 2009 and 2010 “summer sales” as well as the relatively low CPI-
capped rate increases for catalog mail since, among many other initiatives. 

3. Concern: My company can’t afford to join 
Response: Your company can’t afford not to join. Rather than categorizing your ACMA 
membership dues with other P&L line items, consider your membership an insurance 
policy that will help lower your postal bill going forward.  

4. Concern: What’s my ROI? 
Response: ACMA can’t guarantee a specific ROI, but can assure you that you’re not 
only spending your money wisely, but you’re also helping support a very worthwhile 
cause, one your company’s survival depends on. 

5. Concern: I don’t want to disrupt my relationship with other trade groups 
Response: You won’t. ACMA has very good, working relationships with PostCom, the 
Coalition for a 21st Century Postal Service, the Print Council, the Direct Marketing 
Association, NEMOA, and other groups serving your interests.  

 
 

-------------------- 
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Why Join?  
 The American Catalog Mailers Association leads the fight in Washington and state legislatures on the most significant policy 

issues affecting the direct marketers, online merchants and store retailers who mail catalogs, as well as their suppliers.  

 Over the past 10 years, ACMA has championed lower postage rates, beat back intrusive sales tax legislation, advocated for 
smart e-commerce policies, and built trusted relationships with regulators and legislators to address the individual concerns 
and needs of its members.   

 

ACMA Has Preferred Status With Postal Regulators:  
• Any time US Postal Service officials consider doing something with anyone in the catalog sector, they ask us, 'What do you 

know about this company?' When officials hear they're an ACMA member, that makes a huge difference in the outcome. 
Example: Longtime member Potpourri Group’s executives said they would not have known about the opportunity 
for a catalog-specific postal Negotiated Service Agreement (NSA) if not for ACMA, including our guidance and 
support during the process. ACMA is willing and eager to help other similarly situated member catalogers get NSAs 
and the postage savings can be quite significant. 

 

ACMA Has Relationships with Key Policymakers 
 Whenever a tax or regulatory issue is up for debate in Congress, ACMA is there — lobbying members of Congress and 

regulators to make sure the voice of the catalog marketing industry is heard.  
Example: ACMA’s aggressive outreach to members of Congress was instrumental in stopping Congress from 
passing fatally-flawed sales tax collection legislation that would have exposed catalog marketers to thousands of 
tax jurisdictions and auditors in 46 states. 

 
ACMA Members Get VIP Treatment 

• Postal and other key government officials know the ACMA is plugged into Washington and can work to make sure their 
members’ voices are heard.  

Example: When an ACMA member recently had some issues with a catalog mailing it was unable to solve after 
months of trying with local USPS reps, they called on the ACMA for help. Since we are well connected to postal 
officials, the postal regulator and Congress, we knew who to call and got the problem solved. Postal officials take 
care of ACMA members because ACMA has proven it has access to the right people in Washington. 

 

ACMA Gives Its Members the Information They Need  
• Members receive a steady flow of catalog-specific information about what is happening in DC - both generally, postal-

specific, tax-related, plus any/all other key externals of concern to catalogers.  
Example: Rather than wasting your time sifting through industry newsletters that barely touch on the issues you 
care about most, ACMA provides the catalog-specific insights you care about. Not only do we curate the info you 
need; we also explain why it matters to you. 

 

ACMA Provides Members With Exclusive Early Notice:  
• Oftentimes, members gain from our insights well before they hear it elsewhere – postage incentives, early warnings about 

regulatory compliance, prognostications of catalog rate changes, etc. 
Example: Our members got wind of the postal summer sales three weeks before anyone did – and that was critical 
because notice was so short 

 

ACMA is Your Personal Problem-Solver  
• ACMA will advocate for issues specific to your company. When problems arise involving your company and USPS, state tax 

collectors, or other crises, where can you turn? ACMA is available to members round-the-clock to help resolve myriad of 
issues impacting your business. 

 

ACMA Membership is Vital for You  
• The only way to manage external costs is collectively as an industry. No matter how big a company you are, trying to 

manage these matters individually is often too much for one company. 
• Companies that have been ACMA members from the outset have achieved a supersized 15x ROI on their membership dues. 

This kind of ROI can only be sustained if ACMA continues to add more members like you. It is a numbers game in 
Washington. You join, you help bring in other members to join, everyone benefits. 

The Benefits of ACMA 

Membership 
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Who We Are:  

• The American Catalog Mailers Association is the only organization of its kind in the United States, which 
exists solely to advocate on behalf of companies that mail catalogs and their suppliers. 

 

Why We Were Established:  
• Before ACMA’s founding in 2007, the direct marketers, online, and store retailers who mail catalogs did not 

have representation. Since that time, this industry’s ability to affect postal, tax, and other national policies 
impacting our businesses’ bottom lines has increased many times over. Today, decisions in Washington 
include input from catalog interests..  
 

Our Success:  
 Catalog postage is at least15% less than it would have been without ACMA’s advocacy.   

 Because of the ACMA, the USPS has modified a variety of regulations and programs to better accommodate 
catalog mail. These include incentive programs, address placement location, the Intelligent Mail Barcode, 

among many others.   

 Without the ACMA’s aggressive advocacy work, all remote marketers would now be collecting sales taxes 
across as many as 10,000 jurisdictions. While work remains ongoing, ACMA seeks to ensure that any new 
state or federal laws do not disadvantage or place unreasonable burdens on companies that use catalogs in 

their marketing mix.   

 The ACMA’s leadership is composed of business veterans with extensive experience influencing 
policymakers and postal regulators in Washington. We leverage our experience to advocate before the US 

Postal Service, the Postal Regulatory Commission, other regulatory agencies, and Congress.   

 ACMA is efficiently run with low overhead and high “bang for the buck” value. 
 

Representative Makeup:  
• Membership comprises B2C and B2B catalogers, key suppliers, consultants and other thought-leaders, 

including Yankee Candle Co., Hanover Direct, Orvis, New Pig, and other large, medium and small brands.  
 

The Price of Membership:  
• ACMA member dues are roughly 0.25% (one-quarter of one percent) of mailers’ annual catalog postage, from 

$1,000 to a maximum of $30,000. 
• ACMA companies who have been members since its inception have generated about an incredible 15x ROI. 

 

What the Future Holds for Catalogs:  
• While the challenges continue to grow, our continued success in Washington can only be assured  through 

greater support from the catalog marketers, online and store retailers who also mail catalogs, and their 
suppliers. 

• ACMA’s continued success depends on the commitment and passion of its members. No matter a company’s 
size, businesses are stronger and more effective when they speak with the same voice and move together in 
common purpose. 

 

Additional information can be found at www.catalogmailers.org 
 
 

 

   What Is The ACMA? 

http://www.catalogmailers.org/
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RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
The following achievements were made possible due to generous member support. 
 

Catalog Postage Rate Enhancements 
Flat Rates Sequencing 

 Worked directly with USPS officials to “undo” the unworkable 2015 flat sequencing system (FSS) rate 
structure. The change encourages catalogers to claim the distribution density rate their books qualify for 
instead of resorting to FSS premium rates and unnecessary mail diversions. The changes took effect 
January 2017, removing 4.5% on average of additional industry postage cost. 

Weight Break Point 
 Increased the weight break point for Standard Mail flats from 3.3 oz. to 4.0 oz., enabling “free” page counts. 

The 2017 change stands to increase average order values dramatically improving the value of mail. 

Standard Mail Flats 
 Gained indefinite “stay of execution” despite Postal Rate Commission’s previous noncompliance finding for 

Standard Mail Flats that would have dramatically increased catalog postage rates.  

 Currently working with USPS to reduce flat mail costs to meet compliance standards. 

’Growth for Both’ 
 Working to rejuvenate growth of catalog mail volume through ACMA and USPS combined initiative “Growth 

for Both.” A catalog volume-based incentive is expected in the near future. 

Exigency Rate 
 Challenged USPS exigency rate filing and won limited exigency rate period and required roll-back.  

 Participated in US Court of Appeals suit challenging the result and won!  

 Effort gained catalogers at least four additional months of no rate increase in 2015, keeping 4.3% from 
permanently being added to the rate base. 

 

Postal Reform Lobbying 
 Aggressively lobbied for postal reform legislation that addressed USPS finances, cost structure, innovation 

and refined Congressional overcharges to postal rate payers.  

 Additional lobbying ensured that catalogers would receive no Congressionally-mandated postage increases. 
 

Remote Sales Tax 
South Dakota Lawsuit 

 Sued South Dakota to prevent implementation of remote sales tax collection law that would force out-of-
state sellers with as few as 200 transactions per year to collect state and local sales taxes. 

Marketplace Fairness Act & Remote Transactions Parity Act 
 As a co-founder of TruST, the True Simplification of Taxation Coalition, ACMA helped defeat disastrous 

proposals in Congress by big box retailers (and Amazon) that would undermine cataloging.  

Online Sales Simplification Act 
 Heavily promoted the important characteristics of Quill v. North Dakota-friendly legislation, as well as 

simplification and fairness in any sales tax collection program. 

 Directed successful letter writing campaigns to demonstrate crucial support for ACMA positions. 

Tennessee Department of Revenue 
 After testifying and lobbying the DOR, ACMA is taking steps to sue Tennessee to stop its illegal nexus laws 

in violation of the Quill precedent. 

Utah, Alabama and Other States 
 Challenged unconstitutional sales tax collection policies in several states, such as Utah and Alabama, in 

2016-17  

 Most policies would require remote marketers to collect sales taxes from in-state consumers without 
physical presence requirements — in contravention of Supreme Court precedent established in Quill v. 
North Dakota. 

 

Catalog Industry Advocacy & Education 
 Produced groundbreaking catalog industry surveys to encourage fact-based policy discussions.  

 Published valuable member reports on policy, postal and legal developments that will affect members.  

 Raised the profile of catalogs both in Washington and nationally by continuing to educate policymakers and 
the public about the benefits catalogs bring to America. 
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ACMA’s Catalog Action Funds 
 

 
Support specific areas of ACMA’s program of work by providing much needed resources dedicated to a 
particular issue. The catalog industry’s Action Funds are segregated accounts held by ACMA, made 
available as a “war chest” to deploy on specific issues that impact cataloging, and thereby eliminating the 
time and effort needed to raise funds in the heat of battle. 
 
Please note that your contributions to ACMA Action Funds will not be used for any general ACMA 
“corporate purposes.” You do not have to be an ACMA member to donate. Rather, you are supporting our 
network of consultants on whom we depend to advocate for catalogs. These moneys only will be used to 
fund out-of-pocket expenses to impact the specific issues outlined in this document. Large volume donors 
may be considered for Steering Committees of each Fund.  
 

1. Postal Action Fund 
Provide resources for advocacy, research and promotion of a postal issue favorable to catalogers, 
including rates, regulations, mail use, and consumer promotions that keep mail affordable and 
effective for catalog marketers.  
 

2. Tax Action Fund 
Support ACMA’s policy positions on tax matters including support to favorable coalitions sympathetic 
to catalog marketers on sales/use tax, compliance and reporting, as well as documenting the cost of 
proposed changes to tax laws. 
 

3. Quill Defense Action Fund 
More narrowly focused than the ACMA Tax Action Fund (below), this fund challenges rogue states 
attempting to unilaterally rewrite exiting Supreme Court precedent by suing state governments 
seeking to unilaterally (and unlawfully) impose tax liabilities on companies that have no physical 
presence. By a strong offense at the state level that includes both legal action and public relations 
outreach, we hope to keep states from aggressively targeting remote marketers while a federal 
solution to the Internet Sales Tax debate is reached. 
 

4. General Action Fund 
Allow ACMA to respond to threats and opportunities that have not been previously identified, 
ensuring a resource base to address significant threats. 

 
Restricted Status: Each Fund is separately administered as restricted under the direction of the ACMA Board of 
Directors by the ACMA Treasurer and our association accountant. An elected Officer from the Executive 
Committee or the Board will authorize disbursements. Details on expenditures will be made available to any 
material contributor upon request. Restricted funds may be released only upon authorization of the benefactor or 
in the event the contributing entity is defunct, by vote of the ACMA Board. 
 
Use of Funds: Moneys from each fund may be used for hiring lobbyists, economists, attorneys, 
consultants, public relations or government relations personnel, conducting research or other surveys 
highlighting positions favorable to cataloging, supporting coalitions or other groups allied to our positions, 
paying for advertising aimed at influencing elected officials or other stakeholders, organizing grass roots 
outreach, education or advocacy in support of public policy positions or for other tactics favorable to ACMA 
policy positions. Money raised will not be used to support any political candidate or political party; these 
moneys must come from a Political Action Committee. 

              Last revised: March 2017 
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If you are a supplier to companies that mail catalogs, you may be wondering what the 
value is in joining an advocacy organization that is completely focused on the needs of 
catalog mailers. Below are some key specific points as to why supplier members (and not 
just the catalogers) need to be on board as well. 

 You're taking certain action to protect the long-term financial health of your 
catalog client base, and you demonstrate an unwavering commitment to the 
catalog vertical. 

 Your support for ACMA is a reminder to mailer members of the services you 
make available to them and a constant reminder that you are willing to bid for their 
business.  

 Your support is crucial in keeping catalogers in the mail and needing your 
company’s services.  

 You can cultivate your business relationships with cataloger members and use 
your considerable influence thru relations with USPS and other organizations to 
keep them mailing. 

 You gain the chance to develop close executive relationships with owners, 
officers and thought-leaders in the catalog industry rather than just the purchasing 
agents. For the most part, the primary member contacts from ACMA cataloger 
members are CEOs – you don’t get this kind of access to CEOs with membership 
in most other organizations. 

 As you know, marketing communications is changing and ACMA presents 
suppliers the best opportunity to be close to those that use the mail and are 

looking for ways to integrate the mail into the other communications channels 
through which their customers are shopping. Our cataloger members have to 
learn to talk to their customers the way they want to be heard from; however, print 
will always be a big part of that – so the cataloger members are eager to keep 
their suppliers close, particularly those who are also ACMA members. 

 Lastly, consider this: It’s no secret that marketing channels continue to shift to 
online and away from print. But that shift doesn’t have to be so severe. Catalog 
postage is more than 15% less than it would have been if not for ACMA’s 
advocacy. Without ACMA, the catalog industry would have shrunk a whole lot 
more. If we can’t continue to go to bat for catalog mail, you can be sure this will 
occur. But if we grow and are better supported, we’ll ensure there continues to be 
a catalog industry. Plain and simple: That gives you more healthy customers 
and prospects to work with. 

   The ACMA For Suppliers: Why Join? 
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The American Catalog Experience: 
Catalog Marketing’s Social 

Importance to American 
Consumers & Culture  

 

Catalogs Bring A Variety of Good to Americans 
 

Overview 
 

The catalog industry has a wide-sweeping impact on American culture, well beyond the 
economic benefits of employing millions of people, paying millions in federal, state and local 
taxes, and conserving energy and natural resources. The American catalog experience has 
significant and important social benefits to American culture and consumers.  
 

Catalogs are Good for American Consumers and Our Quality of Life 
 

 Catalog shopping is convenient and available 24/7/365 from one location accessed by 
mail, telephone or online. Oil consumption, traffic congestion, and parking are not 
factors.  

 Catalog shopping is unconstrained by geography, thus eliminating physical and distance 
boundaries. Catalogs put a world of products in the hands of Americans.  

 Catalogs allow instant service whenever and wherever people wish to shop. They are 
accessed anywhere, home or business.   

 Catalogs define “universal access” for merchandise and commerce.  

 Catalog shoppers consistently report it is easier to get detailed product knowlege and 
excellent customer service over the phone than elsewhere (or even to find a sales 
associate). There is usually no or little waiting time to get help. 

 Catalogs fight the homogenization of products driven by retail consolidation (“the Wal-
Mart-ization of America”). Retail economics force aggressive rationalization of 
merchandise assortment. If retailers do not sell a high number of pieces per individual 
store, they cannot exist. If catalogers, who usually offer a much broader assortment, do 
not sell a high number of pieces nationwide, they cannot exist. Retail and catalog are 
different business models and both are important for the growth of the American 
economy.  

 Catalogs create an easy way to comparison shop without necessitating multiple trips to 
different stores.  

 Catalogs make sending a birthday, holiday or special occasion present to anyone, 
anywhere a convenient pleasure, helping Americans stay connected in an increasingly 
mobile society.  

 Catalogs allow people to shop for potentially embarrassing products in the privacy of 
their own home without worrying about being out in public — for instance, a cancer 
patient buying a wig, or consumers buying unusual or plus-sized clothing in the privacy 
of their home rather than in public at stores. Personal hygiene, medical and disability-
related products are frequently purchased from catalogs for enhanced privacy.  

 Some of the specialty products sold by catalogs includes diabetes-related products, 
organic products, business productivity tools, pharmaceuticals, and other specialized 
goods for which a ready retail market might not otherwise exist.  

 Catalogs contribute to the quality of life by providing a convenient, fun, compelling 
leisure time experience. Recreational shopping is an important pastime for many 
Americans.   
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 Catalogs remain part of a shared experience in America that remains relevant, human 
and enjoyable in the increasingly impersonal age of ecommerce and electronic media. 

 Catalogs form part of our collective experience. Who doesn’t remember the childhood 
pleasure of paging through the often-remembered Sears Wishbook catalog?  

 

Catalogs are Good for the Environment 
 

 Catalogs may be America’s biggest carpool.  

 Catalogs have a low carbon footprint and are becoming more environmentally friendly 
every year. Yes, catalogs use paper, but the modern advances in forestry management 
have made trees a sustainable crop. In fact, there are more trees in North America today 
than there were at the time of Columbus’s voyage. Plus, advances in the recycling of 
paper continue to develop and it takes 60% less water and energy to make recycled 
paper than to break lignin into virgin fiber. Please see CatalogMailers.org for more 
information on Catalogs and the Environment. 

 Catalogs make the phone ring, a nearly environmentally neutral communications method 
in a society increasingly aware about ways to cut our carbon footprint.  

 With very few exceptions, catalog companies demonstrate responsible mailing practices, 
honoring consumer demands concerning mailing frequency, contact methods, and 
individual consumer needs and wishes. Catalogers are, by the precise and stringent 
economics of cataloging, self-regulating, and cannot afford to do otherwise.  

 

Catalogs are Good for the Economy 
 

 Catalogs stimulate consumer demand, both for direct and retail, fuelling the largest 
engine of economic activity we have. 

 Catalogs are highly targeted and merchandised to meet specific consumer interests and 
needs, thus representing an effective and efficient marketing channel to maintain and 
strengthen American competitiveness.  

 Catalog brands have a long-term relationship with Americans that is part of the shared 
American experience. The ability to come back to trusted brands and companies for the 
things we need, knowing the consistency and helpfulness we will find as consumers can 
be relied upon again and again. This is a high ideal of American commerce.  

 The robust American catalog shopping expereince allows for a shift in power from the 
retailer to the consumer.  

 Catalogs are mailed predominately to willing customers who may have a pre-existing 
relationship with retailers, or to those consumers who have requested a catalog from a 
company they are interested in shopping with, or to other “opted-in” consumers who 
have expressed interest in receiving marketing information or specific offers.  

 Catalogs help small businesses succeed. 

 

Catalogs Encourage Small Business 
 

 Catalogs allow many small businesses to quickly and efficiently access specialized 
products that keep them competitive despite their niche focus, small scale or remote 
location.  

 Catalogs efficiently and effectively serve niche avocations and vocations, serving 
Americans and allowing these businesses to be productive at a lower cost of operations. 
They help “level the playing field” with larger companies that have more extensive 
sourcing operations.  

 Catalogs provide an important distribution option for small- and medium-sized 
manufacturers, importers, wholesalers, inventors and designers, all of whom do not have 
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the scale, sophistication or capital to sell their products to the “Big Box” retail giants, 
which demand prices that are impossible to meet.  

 Catalogs provide a national market test for new products and the discovery of small 
niche market opportunities that would otherwise require large budgets and sophisticated 
deployment. This creates greater innovation and broader consumer solutions than would 
be possible otherwise. For example, the electronic thermometer, which is now a 
standard for families with newborns, was developed in exactly this manner.  

 Catalogs provide a national audience for small companies and start-up operations, 
helping keep small business as the largest creator of jobs in our economy.  

 

Catalogs are Good for Disadvantaged and Rural Americans 
 

 Catalogs can be the only alternative for shut-ins, infrimed, handicapped, elderly or those 
with limited mobility.  

 Catalogs provide viable shopping venues for rural citizens who live too far from stores. 

 Catalogs provide the older population with well-being benefits. The regular contact with 
letter carriers and delivery service providers who deliver packages to the home reduce 
the sense of isolation and provide beneficial human contact and a “safety-net,” helping 
seniors stay connected to the community and creating a sense of normalcy so critical to 
well-being and mental health.  

 Catalogs enable people to lend a helping hand to those they do not know, including the 
poor, destitute or imperiled throughout the world (consider, for example, Heifer 
International, CARE, NWF or other nonprofits that have catalog businesses).  

 Catalog companies do not have to be located in urban centers and can instead create 
quality jobs for rural America. High-employment catalog companies are found in 
locations such as Freeport, Maine; Dodgeville, Wisconsin; Dyersville, Iowa; and many 
other remote locations.  

 

Catalogs, Their History, and Their Role in American Commerce 
 

 Interstate commerce developed because of catalogs.  

 Rural free delivery was spurred on by catalogs.  

 Parcel Post developed the required scale due to catalog shipments.  

 Early catalog brands were among the first to have a national identity.  

 More than half of America shops via catalogs.  

 Catalogs allow marketers to have a national footprint without being a mass merchant, 
having helped develop the idea that we can have national brands without the 
requirement to open stores in every state.  

 Baby Boomers buy more from catalogs — per capita — than any other generation.  

 Catalog use increases with the age of the consumer, particularly pertinent in “the graying 
of America.”  

 Catalogs provide important content to keep mail relevant and welcome in the household. 

 Cataloging did $270 billion in sales in 2006 and supported more than 20,000 different 
firms, as well as thousands of supplier companies and service vendors.  

 Cataloging economics fundamentally changed in 2007 following a massive postage 
increase. This spurred industrywide experimentation to reduce mail volumes, which fell 
nearly 35% within less than five years. Catalogers have worked to perfect non-mail 
marketing techniques in sync with their print catalogs, which they still heavily rely on.  
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Catalogs and the Internet 
 

 As a whole, catalogers were pioneers in the use of the Internet for the sale of products 
and services to consumers and businesses. 

 By in large, catalogers receive about half their orders online depending on the product 
category and demographic they serve—yet the paper catalog is responsible for 
generating more than half a company’s online sales (some companies report it is 
upwards of 90%). The symbiotic relationship between the paper catalog and online 
technology yields greater convenience for everyone from single, working moms to full 
families, to the elderly, to the physically handicapped, further driving social and 
environmental benefits, time and efficiency.  

 Catalogs are also drivers of retail traffic, promoting commerce, jobs, and convenience for 
brick and mortar retailers.  

 With rare exception, every cataloger has sophisticated e-commerce deployment, making 
full use of all established and most emerging, technologies. 

 Catalogers largely do not distinguish between mail and Internet as business objectives. 
They see it as being about communicating with people in the way they want to be 
reached via media consumers already use. It is also about using the most efficient and 
desirable means possible to stay in touch with customers. The combination of the 
catalog plus the Internet creates a very powerful marketing and distribution system that 
impacts and improves lives.  

 Catalogs establish brands then extend those brands’ reach to the Internet, offering 
Americans hard-to-find products at value-based pricing.  

 Catalogs help consumers feel confident about online purchases. Catalog merchants 
have a long and protected tradition of honoring their commitments as responsible, 
customer-oriented, integrity-driven businesses.  

 Catalogs prompt people to tell others through social media (i.e., blogs, Twitter and 
Facebook) about the products that inspire. This “viral” effect of community and 
commerce has multiplicative financial and emotional benefits. It also increases 
consumer satisfaction and marketer responsiveness by providing a ready forum for 
customer comments, reviews and feedback.  

 Catalogs provide an alternative transactional method for those Americans concerned 
about online privacy or transactional safety.  

 Catalogs still have the highest order response of any vehicle available to direct 
marketing. Consumers ”vote with their feet." This indicates that a great deal of value is 
put on the receipt of a catalog that creates a residual benefit for both online commerce 
and the American economy.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Since the mid-1990s, many experts have predicted the extinction of the printed catalog. 
However, until the double-whammy of the huge postage increase of 2007 and the Great 
Recession of 2008-2009, catalogs in America continued to thrive, aided and enhanced by 
the maturation of Internet marketing. As both the general economy and postal rates have 
settled down, it’s been proven that “rumors of catalogs’ demise” continue to be over-stated. 

 

With catalogers’ continuously responsive use of recycled paper and tree replanting, as well 
as their close attention to self-regulation, this responsible industry is primed for greater 
growth going forward. 

Last revised: April 2016 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Frequently Asked Questions: 
Your Business’s Political Involvement 

 
Q:  Why do this? My voice won’t matter … 

A:  Actually, you’ll be surprised at how much impact you can have. While the amount of 
feedback Members of Congress (MOC) typically receive depends on the issue and its 
scope, the numbers are much more modest for most “special interest” matters (eg: 
those likely to affect an industry or business). A half-dozen quality communications can 
translate into “fistfuls of letters” on the floor, and 50 or so quality communications might 
be translated as “my constituents are screaming about it.” 

 
Q:  I don’t like politics / I think the political process is broken / We don’t get involved in 

political issues … 
A:  This is a little like saying “I don’t care about my future.” The American political process 

is far from perfect, but the system depends on individuals’ participation to work. The 
less politicians hear from “regular working Americans,” the more likely they take 
positions that do not represent mainstream thinking. In fact, it’s our belief that politically 
inactive top managers are not doing their job properly – they are not being effective for 
stockholders, employees or anyone dependent on their companies’ future – as they are 
not doing everything they can to manage the external environment.  

 
Q:  Our politician is Democrat (or Republican) and I am not … 

A:  This is not about supporting one party or another. This is about getting what one needs 
from lawmakers to have a successful enterprise. Some effective contacts can actually 
be from constituents registered to the other party as it gives the politician a chance to 
earn a new supporter. Some successful business advocates are registered 
independents. The political process serves everyone, not just party members of elected 
officials. 

 
Q:  We don’t have time for this … 

A:  It need not require extensive resources or time. It is about doing the right thing at the 
right time, however. ACMA can help you leverage your capabilities most efficiently. 
Plus, think how much time gets eaten up responding to a Washington-based crisis. 

 
Q:  Who should do this? 

A:  Ideally, every employee of the company. Realistically, the more the merrier, but top 
management / ownership is critical to credibly relay the economic impact or “jobs” 
argument. Depending on your company’s structure, a plant manager or facility GM is 
the senior-most representative locally. Top-to-top meetings between CEOs and MOCs 
are very impactful. The best outcome would be to leverage the entire workforce from 
ownership to distribution center floor, including suppliers, customers, unions, family 
members, etc.  

 



ACMA has some experience leveraging these constituents in a non-partisan efficient 
manner. We can help design an appropriate program for your company to inform, 
motivate and direct action on issues that affect all stakeholders connected to catalogs. 
Please contact us for more information or to take action.  

 
Q: Is this going to cost me? Do I have to give money? 

A:  Yes and no. Money is never required as a condition to expressing your political wishes, 

nor is the giving of money tied to access. On the other hand, the political process does 
not work without money. That’s the reality. Political donations do get attention. 
Politicians know who their supporters are. We would be happy to discuss specific giving 
guidelines you may want to consider. Note: By law, all political contributions must be 
from personal funds and not company funds. Contributions are not tax deductable. 

 
Q:  If my politician doesn’t vote my way, I am not giving anything … 

A:  Be careful of tying your monetary support and an elected official’s vote on any particular 
manner. Not only might it be considered bad form, it could also come off as bribery. It is 
understood that you will not continue to support a politician aligned with your positions. 
Do not threaten or tie support to this. 

 
Q:  Where do I get help or more information? 

A:  We are happy to help both members and non-members get politically connected and 
active. Call 1-800-509-9514 or email action@catalogmailers.org. More information is 
also available at www.catalogmailers.org.  
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Grassroots Guide 
Local Outreach Package for ACMA Members 
Make Your Voice Heard in Your Community 

 
Introduction 
Legislators have a say in everything that affects your life and job: postal policy, health care, 
retirement, privacy, taxes, you name it. Important decisions such as these should not be made 
without input from those who are directly affected by those decisions. 
The success of the catalog industry depends on a network of committed industry members 
like you — individuals who educate themselves on the issues and contact their legislators to 
reinforce the efforts of the professional organization and lobbyists working on catalog issues. 
 
Your ACMA staff and professional lobbyists maintain a constant presence in Congress. We 
meet legislators, monitor committees, and are part of the process on a daily basis.  However, 
we are most effective when backed up by constituents contacting their legislators directly with 
a consistent, mutually-reinforcing message. Elected officials listen to the citizens who put 
them in office.  Here is how you get involved and make a difference! 
 

Keys to Effective Grassroots Lobbying 
Preparation prior to contacting your legislator is vital to effectively lobbying on specific 
legislation. 
 

1. Know your legislators: Who are they? How many terms have they served? How 

have they voted in the past on postal and other issues of concern to your catalog 

business? Are they sponsors of relevant legislation?  What committee(s) has the 

legislation been referred to? Who are the chairman and members of those 

committees? Also, to figure out who represents each location where you have 

employees, visit www.capwiz.com/printing/home  

2. Know the “Ask”: When discussing specific legislation, you will need to know the 

number of the bill and short title.  If you’re ever unsure about this, always feel free to 

ask ACMA staff. Be concise about what you are asking the member to do for you. For 

more up to date information visit the U.S. Postal Service website at: www.usps.com. 

And for the most recent rulemaking updates visit the Postal Regulatory Commission 

site at www.prc.gov . 

3. Build coalitions with community groups alligned with your positions and organizations 

such as your local Postal Customer Council (PCC) chapter. (Visit 

https://www.usps.com/business/local-pcc.htm  for information on PCCs.) Compile a list 

of groups likely to join forces on an issue, including well-known individuals who 

generally support similar Postal and Tax reforms. Discuss possible coalitions with 

ACMA staff to make sure their position is appropriately aligned with cataloging. 

http://www.capwiz.com/printing/home
http://www.usps.com/
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Contacting Your Legislator 
Making contact with legislators following your preparations can be effectively accomplished in 
a number of ways.  
 

1. Face-to-face meetings with legislators or their legislative aides are often the most 

effective means of explaining your position on an issue and seeking their support.  

They help legislators “put a face on the issue,” on the company you represent, and 

could help to develop a long-term, mutually-beneficial relationship with them.  

 

These meetings can be arranged in their local offices in your district or in their 

office in Washington, DC. Legislators are generally in their home districts Friday 

through Monday or throughout the weeks when Congress is out of session. You 

can find the schedule for both the House of Representatives and the Senate at 

http://thomas.loc.gov/home/schedules.html. The following guidelines can aid in 

effectively talking to legislators. 

 

 Be professional, showing courtesy and respect when asking legislators to 

support the catalog industry and your business. 

 Introduce yourself, even if you’ve talked with these legislators before. 

 Be concise.  Get to the point in a friendly, yet brief, manner.  Stick to one issue 

and avoid diluting your message by talking about a variety of subjects. 

 Be reasonable and honest.  Don’t argue or debate.  Give them the facts in a 

clear, concise manner.  If you are asked a question you don’t know, tell them 

the truth and that you will get them the information. 

 Be consistent, ensuring the message being conveyed is the one agreed upon 

by the ACMA. 

You could also invite your Member to visit your facility rather than going to the district 
office.  Be prepared to provide the office with information on your organization, the 
number of employees you have in the Member’s district and the impact their actions on 
postal, tax, privacy or any other key external issues have on you, your company and 
your employees. 

 

2. Email and Letter writing are both effective means of grassroots lobbying. Email is 

a very effective lobbying tool because one email can reach many of the legislators 

in a matter of seconds.  The legislators may have to cast a vote on pending 

legislation immediately, making it imperative they hear from their constituents 

quickly, leaving no time for the traditional letter to be sent.  A few key rules should 

be followed when emailing or writing your legislator. 

 Email or letter? Letter writing can be seen as a more personal touch, but don’t 

rely on a postal-delivered letter if the matter is urgent. All mail sent to the Hill 

since 9/11 undergoes intense extra processing for toxins (eg: anthrax) and it can 

take upwards of two to three weeks before reaching your Member of Congress. 

 Identify yourself, using your full name and title (if pertinent), address and 

phone number. Identify the business you are affiliated with, and any impact you 

at
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may have on the state or district (i.e. number of employees and facility 

locations).  

 Be direct and to the point, using specific bill numbers/titles. Do not ramble; be 

concise, then expand as needed. Make it clear what you want - to vote in favor 

or against specific policies, amendments or bills.  

 

3. Phone calls can be used as both an initial contact and as an effect follow-up to an 

email or visit. The following are effective and easy tips for phoning your legislator.  

 Prepare by making a list of points you want to make during the conversation. 

 Identify yourself to the person answering the phone using your full name and 

location in the district – it is important that you establish you are a concerned 

constituent. 

 Ask to speak to the staff member who is handling postal, tax or the 

particular policy you want to discuss. When leaving your message with 

staff, include specific information about your request or position on a bill. If the 

legislator is on your side, express appreciation for his/her support. 

 Always be courteous, concise and consistent and remember to thank the 

legislator or staff for their time. 

4. Follow-ups are always crucial. Make one after every contact with your legislator.  
Always follow up a meeting with a brief thank-you note and any additional material 
they may have requested.  After a vote or positive legislative action, follow up with 
a letter expressing thanks or disappointment. 

 Send a thank-you letter to the legislators for their time. 

 Follow up a personal visit with a phone call, email or letter reiterating your 

key points. 

 Following a vote, contact your legislator expressing thanks or disappointment 

with the outcome.  Remember, legislators are always focused on their re-

election. As a constituent, it means a lot when they know you are following their 

actions. 

 Additional information legislators have requested should be delivered to them 

as quickly as possible. 

 Keep in contact with your legislators.  They want and need to know the 

effect of their actions and if their actions were popular and supported by their 

constituents. 

 Notify the ACMA, and any coalition of which also you may part of, about your 

activities, planned events, and responses you receive from the legislator.  

Notification can be sent to action@catalogmailers.org. This allows ACMA to 

make sure the message is being listened to. A constant flow of two-way 

communication is essential to successful grassroots lobbying.  

Establishing a Relationship 

Members of Congress (MOC) typically have many different interests pulling at them one way 

or another on a given piece of legislation. While no MOC wants to disappoint any constituent, 
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the reality is that sometimes they much choose whom to disappoint. MOCs who have strong 

relationships with constituents often decide in favor of the positions of those closest to them.  

 

Work at building a close relationship with your MOC. Here are some ways to accomplish this: 

1. Be consistently in touch: Some constituents only take the time to work with their 

MOC when they want something. A better way to manage the relationship is to be 

consistently in touch over long periods of time.  

2. Work on the MOC’s re-election committee or campaign: Politicians must be re-

elected in order to serve. Not only may you have the opportunity to work with your 

official “shoulder to shoulder” on a campaign stop, but they also notice those 

constituents who make the effort to get involved. 

3. Donate: The reality of the political system is that it takes resources to win an 

election. Those who donate are noticed.  

4. Attend fundraisers: Find out about events your member is attending and 

participate. 

5. Attend town hall meetings: MOCs often hold town hall meetings in their district to 

engage in conversations about critical issues. Attend and participate. You may 

even get a chance to speak on the issues that matter to you. 

More Information 
See ACMA’s FAQs on Political Involvement or email action@catalogmailers.org for more 
information. 
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CODE OF CONDUCT-ANTITRUST COMPLIANCE 
 
The following rules are applicable to all ACMA activities. They shall be observed 
in all situations and under all circumstances without exception. 
 

1.  ACMA’s Antitrust Statement shall be distributed and read to the meeting 
attendees prior to opening any session. 

2. No ACMA activity or meeting shall be used for the purpose of bringing 
about or attempting to bring about any understanding or agreement 
among competitors regarding prices, term or conditions of sale, 
distribution policies, costs or production, territories covered or customers 
served. 

3. No ACMA committee or group shall undertake any activity which involves 
the exchange or collection of any information regarding prices, pricing 
methods or costs of production, sales or distribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 




